Volleyball Tournaments
Our volleyball tournaments come in a rotating number of formats.
Below are a few of our more common formats described:
Basic single individual participant blind draw
Each person signs up Individually and is placed in a blind draw of commonly skilled
individuals. We generally separate highly skilled players so they are spread
throughout all the teams. Then men and women are separated and individually placed
on each team. Each coed team consists of 5 or 6 individuals.
Buddy Pair Tournaments
In this style tournament participants are welcome to bring a second individual to
signup with. In this style tournament any type of pairing is welcome. 2 men can sign
up together. 2 women can sign up together. A man and a women can sign up together.
You are also welcome to come individually no partner needed. Signing up together
places you together on a team with other participants to form a coed 5s or 6s team.
3 Buddies Tournament
In this format 3 individuals can signup together and be placed on the same team . In
this style there is a requirement, but not limited to, that one of the three players be
female. Players can also come as a pair of any form or as a single individual. Coed
teams of 5s or 6s will be formed of registered participants.
Coed 4s Tournaments
In this style tournament players are allowed to form they’re own 4 player team with
the requirement that one of the players be female. The rules used in this style
tournament mirror the rules used in Holidays 4 man power league.

Tournament design:
Each tournament format is variable by the number of participants and time. We
generally use a pool play design to maximize the time so players get to play as many
games as possible in the available time. After pool play has finished we take the
higher seeded pool play teams to a playoff bracket. The number of teams and format
are determined at that time by the amount of time left available.
Rules:
In general we use the same rules as Holidays volleyball leagues. Tournament
participants skill dictate the level of rule enforcement. Most tournaments are coed and
open to all skill levels so that is taken into consideration.

